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Introduction

Irina Dayton
Head of Marketing, Americas at PA Consulting

PA Volunteers

• Irina Dayton and PA Consulting volunteers will share 

advice on how build your personal brand and how to 

optimize your LinkedIn profile to its full potential. 

• Breakout rooms give you the chance to network with 

members of the PA team and receive coaching on 

your LinkedIn profile and brand.

• Leave this session with a ‘checklist’ of best practices
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1. Building your personal brand

2. Going beyond the basics

3. Networking

4. How to use #hashtags

5. How to get noticed by editors

6. Breakout rooms

7. What’s next?

8. Women’s Networks

Agenda



Personal branding is a way of establishing and 

consistently reinforcing who you are and what 

you stand for in your career and life.

“Personal branding is one’s story.”
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Figure out who you are.

In order to build a personal brand that accurately reflects 

your personal and professional identity, you first need to 

know who you are. 

Be introspective and create a list of your personal 

strengths and weaknesses. 

Ask yourself:

❖ In which areas of work do I excel?

❖ What motivates me?

❖ What characteristics have others complimented 

me on?

❖ Which projects have others had to help me with 

repeatedly?

❖ Which roles seem to drain my energy?

❖ Which projects can I spend hours on without 

feeling overwhelmed or tired?

❖ What impact do I want to have?

Creating your personal brand: Step 1
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Write a Personal Brand Statement

Your personal brand statement should be a 1-2 

sentence declaration that explains:

• The unique value you bring to the table 

(personality and confidence)

• Who benefits from it (audience) 

• How they benefit (value)

• Talk about your personality (why you)

I help [someone] to get [what they want] 

through [your unique skill set, education, 

background, etc.].

I am a [adjective] [your profession] with [your 

unique skill set, education, background, etc.] 

who helps [someone] to get [what they want].

Creating your personal brand: Step 2
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1. If you don’t ask you don’t get 

2. Ask one question at every meeting you attend 

3. Network internally beyond your immediate team

If You Don’t Define Your Personal Brand, Others Will

Building your brand – within your current organization
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1. Be you. Be authentic.

2. Create a distinctive profile headline

3. Avoid clichés

4. Be visible

5. Build brand associations 

6. Get recommendations

7. Give generously

Building your brand - externally
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How to create a professional profile that reflects your brand. 

LinkedIn Headline: 

"[Title], helping [clients] do X."

LinkedIn Summary

Your summary should be one paragraph — two at the max. Prospects are usually skimming your profile, so anything longer won’t be 

read.

Describe your role, your unique value proposition, and why you’re passionate about the job. And don’t be afraid to give your summary a 

little personality. You want readers to feel like they know you already.

LinkedIn Role Descriptions

Under your current position, you might write:

• Work with businesses in X, Y, and Z industries to reduce manufacturing defects by 3% on average

• Help customers reduce costs by $500,000

• Achieve 100% passing rate for safety standards for customers

LinkedIn Profile

Your Social Selling 

Index

https://www.linkedin.com/sales/ssi?src=or-search&veh=www.google.com%7Cor-search


“Active participation on LinkedIn is 
the best way to say, ‘Look at me!’ 

without saying ‘Look at me!”



Going Beyond the Basics
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The featured section allows you to highlight elements of 

your profile you want to draw your readers’ attention to.

It’s located at the top of your LinkedIn profile just below 

the About section and above your Activity section.

Showcase your best work with the Featured section
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1. Don’t forget to include soft skills

• Creativity

• Persuasion

• Collaboration

• Adaptability 

• Emotional Intelligence

2. Reorder your skills

• Arrange your skills in the order 

you want them to appear. 

• Remember that only the top 3 are 

visible when people scroll through 

your profile.

3. Remove any irrelevant skills and 

endorsements.

LinkedIn skills section

Check out the top 10 skills you need to land a 

job right now, according to LinkedIn.

https://www.cnbc.com/2022/09/01/the-top-skills-you-need-to-land-a-job-right-now-according-to-linkedin.html
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Request feedback from colleagues, clients, vendors, etc. 

Ask for recommendations

But also make sure to give. 
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LinkedIn lets you add several sections to give your profile more 

visual appeal and depth. 

You can add sections for posts, volunteering, languages, honors 

and awards, patents, causes you care about, and many more. 

These all offer additional opportunities to communicate your 

brand and connect. 

Add shiny new sections to your profile



Networking tips 
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One of the biggest mistakes people make on LinkedIn is failing to 

connect with people you want to know but don’t yet. That’s the 

whole point of networking — getting to know new people, not 

just established connections.

But give a personal touch – don’t just default to LinkedIn’s “I’d 

like to add you to my professional network on LinkedIn.”

Connect with people you don’t know yet
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One of the best ways you can stand out and build 

relationships with your connections is to 

personalize all your communications with them.

The LinkedIn mobile app provides a fantastic way 

to send personalized messages to your 1st degree 

connections through the Voice Message feature.

With this feature, you can record and send voice 

messages that are 20-60 seconds long.

Voice messages allow you to communicate in your 

own voice with your connections, which helps 

them to know, like and trust you. 

Send voice messages
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Choose when to be stealthy

Whenever you view someone’s profile, LinkedIn will 

share your name and headline. LinkedIn recommends 

this, but sometimes you might want to be a bit stealthier 

before connecting.
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Don’t simply accept a connection, take a minute to reply personally to new connection requests you decide to accept.

Accepting and replying to new connections



How to use #hashtags
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Most people are on LinkedIn to connect with peers or hunt for their next job (or both). LinkedIn hashtags 

are the best way to put up your bat signal and get noticed for your content, whether your goal is to build a 

personal network, gain followers for your company page, or recruit talent.

Creating posts with trending hashtags on LinkedIn is a good idea because it can earn you a ton of views if 

your content goes viral. However, be careful jumping on trends. Ensure it fits your brand and content 

strategy and makes sense for you to post. 

Get noticed with LinkedIn hashtags
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Find out what your audience wants by following hashtags about 

topics they’re interested in. 

Which hashtags are your audience using?

Which hashtags are your competitors using?

Following hashtags is an easy, and free, way to get first-hand 

knowledge about your target audience and keep your competitive 

research up-to-date.

Research your audience
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Add hashtags to posts, articles and profile

To add hashtags to your personal profile, you first need to turn on 

LinkedIn’s Creator mode. 

Go to your profile and scroll down to the Resources section, located 

under the headline and analytics sections. Click on Creator mode.

Then you’ll be able to add up to 5 hashtags (as well as 

have access to LinkedIn Live posts, audio events, and the 

newsletters feature).
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When you follow LinkedIn hashtags, your homepage feed will show you more 

posts containing and relating to those topics. You also get quick access to your 

tags in the left sidebar, so you can quickly see what’s new on LinkedIn.

Everyone should follow at least a few hashtags on LinkedIn, relevant to your 

industry. Make a habit of scrolling through posts and leaving insightful comments 

on 3 of them at least once a week. Not trying to sell anything or promote 

yourself—just offer a thoughtful opinion or helpful advice.

Follow hashtags on LinkedIn



Get noticed by the LinkedIn Editors 
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1. Follow the relevant LinkedIn editor in your area of focus. 

2. Leave comments and bring insight into the conversation. Buzz Sumo 

is a great tool for discovering the most popular topics for a given 

industry, audience, and domain.

3. Publish your own content on LinkedIn Pulse - Align your content with 

your audience, Use the appropriate hashtags, Share with network, 

Publish consistently but be on brand

Get noticed by the LinkedIn Editors
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Breakout rooms
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• Do the work to create your personal brand

• Be active

Once a week congratulate someone on birthday, anniversary, promotion, etc.

Add your point of view to a discussion – based on your experience. 

Publish something you have written or think would be useful to your network (with added insight from you). 

The ideal posting frequency for LinkedIn is 2-5 times per week, up to 20 times per month.

• Remember it’s a journey

As your skills, experience and focus develops, so should your brand. Make sure you are keeping it up to date. 

What’s next?
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Below is a list to start with but will also be shared after the call. 

Women’s Networks

We Are the City
Conferences, awards, networking, women in big corporate. 

Lean in Circles
Group support, volunteers leading roundtables, free to join.

DrivenWomen
Personal growth in career and life, deep connections, accountability.

Purpose Girls: The Women’s Happiness Network
Facebook group, science of women’s happiness, inspiring stories.

Allbright
Global, online academy with variety of courses, women in business. 

Women Who Start Up
Entrepreneurs, rapid-learning, collaboration, virtual seminars.

Forward Ladies
Global, connecting women to opportunities, leadership training. 

ProjectWE
Mothers, game-plan for all areas of life, personal development.

Everywoman
Closing the gender pay-gap, learning for career advancement.

Boss Babe Academy
Online network, monthly subscription, build an online business.



Take control of your narrative – don’t 
apologize or ask for permission.

And remember that advocating for 
yourself – empowers others. 
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Denver Office

This report has been prepared by PA Consulting Group 

on the basis of information supplied by the client, third 

parties (if appropriate) and that which is available in the 

public domain. No representation or warranty is given as 

to the achievability or reasonableness of future 

projections or the assumptions underlying them, targets, 

valuations, opinions, prospects or returns, if any, which 

have not been independently verified. Except where 

otherwise indicated, the report speaks as at the date 

indicated within the report. 

This report is confidential to the organisation named 

herein and may not be reproduced, stored in a retrieval 

system, or transmitted in any form or by any means, 

electronic, mechanical or otherwise, without the prior 

written permission of PA Consulting Group. In the event 

that you receive this document in error, you should return 

it to PA Consulting Group, PA Consulting Group Inc., 

Suite 3550, 1700 Lincoln Street, Denver, CO 80203, 

USA. PA Consulting Group accepts no liability 

whatsoever should an unauthorised recipient of this 

report act on its contents.

About PA.

We believe in the power of ingenuity to build a positive human future. 

As strategies, technologies, and innovation collide, we create opportunity from complexity.

Our diverse teams of experts combine innovative thinking and breakthrough technologies to progress further, 

faster. Our clients adapt and transform, and together we achieve enduring results.

We are over 4,000 strategists, innovators, designers, consultants, digital experts, scientists, engineers, and 

technologists. And we have deep expertise in consumer and manufacturing, defense and security, energy and 

utilities, financial services, government and public services, health and life sciences, and transport. 

Our teams operate globally from offices across the UK, Ireland, US, Nordics, and Netherlands. 

PA. Bringing Ingenuity to Life.

Discover more at paconsulting.com and connect with PA on LinkedIn and Twitter

PA Consulting Group Inc.

Suite 3550

1700 Lincoln Street

Denver

CO 80203

USA

+1 720 566 9920

https://www.paconsulting.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/pa-consulting
https://twitter.com/PA_Consulting

